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INTRODUCTION
With unstructured meshtechniques having proved their usefulness for two and threedimensional steady inviscid flow solutions, the push is now on for realistic and practical threedimensional unstructured mesh viscous flow solvers. While useful inviscid calculations can be performed in three-dimensions using several hundred thousand grid points, the situation is quite different for viscous flow cases.
Judging from current viscous block-structured and oversetstructured grid calculations, the accurate aerodynamic simulation of isolated aircraft components can be expected to require the use of several million grid points [1] , whereas accurate computations for entire vehicles can be expected to require tens of millions of grid points [2] .
Thus, explicit time-stepping is clearly not feasible, and the development and implementation of efficient, robust, and automated algorithms are essential if unstructured mesh techniques are to be employed for such cases. The task of developing an efficient solver is further complicated by the stiffness associated with the extreme grid stretching which is generally required for resolving high-Reynolds number flows.
Implicit solution techniques have been demonstrated for accelerating convergence to steady-state of unstructured grid solvers for both two and three-dimensional problems [3, 4, 5, 6] .
While these methods results in substantial reductions in CPU time for a given solution, they most often greatly increase the amount of required memory. In fact, simply storing the jacobians of the discrete equations requires 2 to 3 times more memory than an explicit scheme.
Matrix-free implicit methods provide a low-storage alternative [7] , however the effectiveness of such schemes is limited by the lack of good matrix-free preconditioners.
Multigrid techniques provide an alternative for increasing solution efficiency in terms of CPU time, while incurring minimal additional memory overheads. For unstructured meshes,
various multigrid strategies have been demonstrated successfully.
The fully-nested multigrid approach begins with a coarse unstructured mesh, which is repeatedly subdivided (possibly adaptively) in order to obtain the new finer levels [8, 9] . Since the coarse and fine grid cells are nested, the inter-grid transfer operators are simple to evaluate.
However, the fine mesh construction is constrained by the structure of the coarse mesh, which may have adverse implications on the fine grid quality, and thus solution accuracy. In another approach, coarse and fine mesh levels are generated independently from one another, and the interpolation patterns between these non-nested meshes are predetermined in a pre-processing Operation [10, 11, 12, 13] . A more automated variant of this approach involves generating coarse mesh levels from a given fine mesh level by removing a subset of the fine grid points, and retriangulating the remaining points [14] . be identified by its seed point (i.e. the starting fine grid vertex used to initiate the agglomeration of the cells), then these seed points may be thought of as common to both the fine and coarse levels, while all other fine grid vertices may be thought of as deleted by the agglomeration procedure in the construction of the next coarser level. There then exists a particular triangulation of these coarse grid points which recovers the discretization employed in the agglomeration algorithm.
The essential problem with this analogy is that, in general, the triangulation may not be valid, i.e. it may contain negative area cells, and may not respect the boundary of the domain.
In the algebraic interpretation of agglomeration, the coarse grid equations are constructed algebraically rather than by geometric rediscretization, using techniques similar to those developed for algebraic multigrid strategies. This is the approach pursued in this work. The basic premise is that convergence acceleration techniques should not be bound by geometry based constraints, and the removal of the influence of geometry from the multigrid process should lead to a more robust strategy.
Under certain conditions, for the inviscid terms, this approach can be shown to be equivalent to the rediscretization technique. However, this is not the case for the viscous terms. Furthermore, the algebraic philosophy carries with it implications for other details of implementation, such as boundary conditions. In fact, under certain conditions, the agglomeration multigrid approach and the algebraic approach can be shown to be identical. 
SINGLE GRID SOLVER
The fine grid discretization is identical to that described for the non-nested multigrid approach in [13] . The fine grid equations are obtained by discretizing the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using a Galerkin finite-element approach.
Artificial dissipation is added in the form of an undivided Laplacian and biharmonic operator, in order to damp out strongoscillations in regionsnearshocks, andto maintainstabilityin smoothregionsof flow, respectively. In orderto reduce memoryoverheads, boththeinviscidandthe viscous termsare assembled usingan edge-based data-structure. For theinviscidterms,this requiresthestorage of thex, y, andz projectedareas of thedualfaceassociated with theedge(threecoefficients), while for the viscousterms,this requiresthe storageof six edgecoefficients(formallynine coefficients, whicharereduced to six throughsymmetry properties) [10, 13, 21] .Whiletheuse of a singleedge-based data-structure is instrumental in loweringmemoryoverheads, this also enables a straight-forward implementation of the agglomeration muitigridalgorithm,usingthe samedata-structure onall grid levels.Thediscrete fine-gridequations areintegrated in timeto obtainthe steady-state solutionusinga multi-stage time-stepping scheme designed to rapidly dampout high frequency errors,for multigrideffectiveness. Convergence is accelerated using localtime-stepping, residual averaging, andtheagglomeration multigridstrategy. Onthecoarse grid levels,only a Laplaciandissipation operatoris employed, enablingthe useof nearestneighbor stencils. Turbulence closureof the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations is achieved using the singlefield equationturbulence modelof Spalartand Allmaras [22] . This equationis discretized using first-orderupwindingfor the convective terms,and second-order Galerkin finite-elements for the diffusion and sourceterms. The residualsare assembled using the edge-based data-structure, and advanced in time using a Jacobiiteration.Convergence is accelerated using the agglomeration multigrid algorithm. The turbulenceequationis thus solvedsimultaneously butdecoupled fromtheflow equations.
MULTIGRID STRATEGY
The centralideaof agglomeration multigridis to formcoarselevel meshes by grouping together neighboring fine levelcontrolvolumes.For vertex-based schemes, the finegrid control volumesare definedby the centroiddual mesh,as shownin Figure I for the twodimensional case. Thecoarser agglomerated meshlevelsconsist of a smallernumber of larger and more complexpolyhedral control volumes. Originally,the coarsegrid equationsfor agglomeration multigridwereobtained by rediscretizing the governing equations on the coarse grid levelsusinga finite-volume approach [15, 16, 17] .This procedure is straightforwardfor the Eulerequations.However, for the viscoustermsof the Navier-Stokes equations (or even for Laplace'sequation), rediscretization on complexpolygonal control-volumes is nontrivial. Althoughrediscretization is possiblefor suchterms(usingfor exampleleast-squares gradient construction), analternative is to construct thecoarse gridequations algebraically, fromthe fine griddiscreteequations. This technique, whichformsthebasisfor algebraic muitigridmethods, statesthat,givena restriction operator R, a prolongation operator P, andthe finegrid operator A, thesequence of operators
yields a valid coarse grid operator Aco,,r._e. This is often referred to as a Galerkin coarse grid operator construction, since it can be shown that if A minimizes a functional over a set of functions spanned by the fine grid, then RAP minimizes the same functional over the smaller set of functions spanned on the coarser level [18] .
In the case of the Euler equations, if the restriction operator R and the prolongation operator P are both taken as injection, then the Galerkin coarse grid operator construction and the finite-volume rediscretization coarse grid operator construction become equivalent [17, 19, 20] . Therefore,a unifying approachfor the Navier-Stokes equationsconsistsof employingthe Galerkinconstruction of equation (1) for both the inviscidandviscousterms. The difficulty with this approach is thatwhensimpleinjectionis employed for the restriction andprolongation operators, the resultingcoarse grid discreteequations arenot consistent with the governingequations (i.e. theydo not approximate theoriginalNavier-Stokes equations in the limit of smallmeshsize). This inconsistency arisesonly for theviscoustermsandis due to the simpleformof therestriction andprolongation operators. Therearetwo possibilities for improvingthe accuracy of the coarse grid operator.The Acoarse = Acoarseim,iscid + Acoarse,_,,cou, first is to replace equation (1) by
where n represents the grid level. This heuristic fix applied to the viscous terms was derived in [19, 20] , by examining a simple one-dimensional diffusion problem. It restores the consistency of the equations for the one-dimensional case without changing the operator stencil. The other approach is to employ more accurate forms for the restriction and prolongation operators in equation (1). In [20] , various forms of the prolongation, restriction and coarse grid operators were examined for a simple two-dimensional Laplace's equation.
While the more accurate forms resulted in increased speed of convergence of the muitigrid scheme, the complexity of the operators was greatly increased, reducing the overall benefit. A desirable feature of the Galerkin construction using injection for the restriction and prolongation operators, is that for fine grid operators based on nearest-neighbor stencils, the resulting coarse grid operator also results in a nearest-neighbor stencil, thus limiting the complexity of the coarse grid operator, and preserving properties of the original operator such as diagonal dominance and symmetry.
Hence, in this work, the form of equation (2) is employed for constructing the coarse grid equations.
As mentioned in the introduction, agglomeration multigrid can be interpreted either as a geometric or an algebraic technique. Our reliance on equations (I) and (2) for the construction of the coarse grid discrete equations indicates our preference of the algebraic interpretation. In fact, when simple injection is employed for the restriction and prolongation operators, the Galerkin coarse grid operator construction can be interpreted as an equation summing technique. For each agglomerated cell, the associated coarse grid equation can be obtained simply by summing the constituent fine grid equations, rescaling the viscous terms as per equation (2), and replacing the fine grid variables with the corresponding coarse grid variables. Thus, the solution of the coarse grid equations reduces to solving a smaller set of summed fine grid equations.
Since the fine grid equations have originally been assembled in a symmetric edgebased format, the construction of the coarse grid discrete equations is particularly simple.
When a new agglomerated cell is formed, all edge coefficients associated with the edges interior to the cell cancel out due to symmetry, and those associated with the outer edges common to a neighboring cell are simply summed, as depicted in Figure 2 , for the two-dimensional case.
The coarse grid equations are thus directly inferred from the fine grid equations with no dependence on the geometry of the coarse grids. This general philosophy is applied to all detailsof the multigridimplementation. For example, the boundaryconditionson the coarse grids arenot derivedfrom the coarse grid geometry, but are inferredby the constituent fine grid equations of eachcoarsegrid cell. This resultsin a natural treatment of coarsegrid cells which overlapvariousboundaryconditiontypes. The removal of the influenceof geometry from the multigrid formulationresultsin a more robustalgorithmwhich is unaffectedby geometry resolution (andevenchanges in geometry topology)oncoarse grids.
AGGLOMERATION STRATEGY
The algorithm used to construct the coarse agglomerated levels is a graph-based technique which seeks to remove or agglomerate a subset of the fine grid points, thus resulting in a smaller set of points which constitute the coarse grid.
There is a duality here between agglomeration and point removal.
If each agglomerated cell is considered to be composed of its seed point (i.e. the point at which the agglomeration process was initiated) and its agglomerated points, then the seed point corresponds to a preserved coarse grid point and the agglomerated points correspond to the deleted fine grid points. The main difference is that, whereas the point removal process simply results in a new set of points, with no implied connectivity, the agglomeration process also results in a new coarse grid graph, i.e. that obtained by drawing an edge between every pair of neighboring coarse grid cells.
Our original algorithm was based on an unweighted graph, where all edges were treated equally.
The principle is to construct coarse grid graphs which are maximal independent sets of the previous finer grid graph. A subset of the vertices of a graph is termed an independent set if no two vertices in the set are adjacent. An independent set is maximal if any vertex not in the set is dominated by (adjacent to) at least one vertex in it. The algorithm is detailed below:
1. Pick a starting vertex on a surface element.
2.
Agglomerate control volumes associated with its neighboring vertices which are not already agglomerated.
Define a front as comprised of the exterior faces of the agglomerated control volumes.
Place the exposed edges (duals to the exterior faces) in a queue.
Pick the new starting vertex as the unprocessed vertex incident to a new starting edge which is chosen from the following choices given by order of priority:
. .
An edge on the front that is on the solid wall.
An edge on the solid wall.
An edge on the front that is on the far field boundary.
An edge on the far field boundary.
The first edge in the queue.
Go to
Step 2 until the control volumes for all vertices have been agglomerated.
For anisotropic problems, such as high-Reynolds number viscous flows, directional coarsening strategies are known to be beneficial [23] . Initial attempts at modifying the coarsening strategy based on the coarse grid cell aspect ratios has met with little success [17] . The present approach is to modify the algorithm detailed above based on a weighted graph. Each edge of the graph is associated a weight, and coarsening is performed preferentially in the direction of the strongest graph weights. The graph weights should be based on a quantity which reflects the strength of couplingbetween neighboring discrete equations, suchastheedgecoefficient of thediscreteequations associated with eithervertexon bothendsof theedge.Forhighlydirectionalproblems, suchtechniques canresultin semi-coarsening strategies, andhavebeenshown to resultin very favorable convergence rates [18, 24] . Theuseof weighted graphs as opposed to cell aspect ratiosto guidethe coarsening process is another exampleof the algebraic rather thangeometric philosophy adopted throughout themultigridimplementation. Thereareseveral problems whicharisewhenapplyingthesetechniques to threedimensionalNavier-Stokes problems.Thefirst reflectsthefact thatthegoverning equations consist of a systemof equations, ratherthana scalar equation, andthustheuseof a simplediscrete edgecoefficient as a graphweightmaynot be appropriate. Thesecond problemrelates to the complexityof the coarsegrids. In highly anisotropic regions, a 2:1 coarsening is generally produced by the weighted graphtechniques, while in the isotropicregions, an 8:1 coarsening results. Whenthe process is appliedrecursively, the isotropicregionsof the meshare coarsened muchfasterthanthe non-isotropic regions, thusresultingin largedisparities in neighboring cell sizes,which can reducethe effectiveness of the coarsegrid operator.A secondary effect is to increase thecomplexityof the coarse grids(ascompared to an unweighted graph algorithm), thusincreasing the costof a multigridcycle,andobviatingthepossibilityof using W-cycles.
The approach takenin this work is to apply the weightedgraphtechniques in a weak manner.The weightassociated with eachedgeis presently based on the inverseof the edge length.This providesa crudebut consistent measure of thedegreeof coupingbetween neighboring grid points. The unweighted graphalgorithmdescribed aboveis modifiedby only agglomerating neighboring vertices for which the graph weight is greater than a times the aver- This can be substantially reduced in the future, simply by better streamlining the code, and by deferring the computation of the coarse grid edge coefficients, given the agglomeration graph, to the flow solver module.
RESULTS
The present algorithm was used to solve several turbulent flow test cases of aerodynamic interest which were chosen to:
1.
demonstrate the relative efficiency of the current agglomeration strategy compared to a previously developed overset-mesh multigrid strategy,
2.
illustrate the flexibility of the current methodology in dealing with meshes of arbitrary construction over complex geometries 3. and demonstrate the capability of solving very large problems with acceptable overheads and minimal degradation in convergence efficiency.
Single-Segment wing
The first test case involves the transonic flow over a wing of aspect ratio 2 with no sweep or spanwise variation. The wing section (independent of span location) is an RAE 2822 airfoil. The three-dimensional grid employed for computing the flow over this wing geometry contains 1.04 million points and 6 million tetrahedra, and is displayed in Figure 3 . The mesh is formed by first constructing a two-dimensional unstructured grid about an RAE 2822 airfoil, using the method described in [25]. The two-dimensional mesh is then stacked in the spanwise direction, thus forming a mesh of spanwise prisms. This prismatic mesh is then converted into a tetrahedral mesh by dividing each prism into three tetrahedra. The resulting geometry consists of a wing with a symmetry plane at both ends of the wing. There is thus no wing tip present and no spanwise variation whatsoever. This can be thought of as a typical wing-inwind-tunnel two-dimensional test. The normal mesh spacing at the wing surface is l0 -_ chords. A total of 5 coarse agglomerated levels were used in the multigrid sequence.
The freestream Mach number for this case is 0.73, the incidence is 2.79 degrees, and the Reynolds number is 6.5 million. The solution is depicted qualitatively in Figure 4 , as a plot of density contours on the surface of the wing and symmetry walls. The lack of any spanwise variation of the contours on the wing indicates the presence of purely two-dimensional flow.
The flow is transonic and a normal shock is observed slightly aft of the mid chord location. For example, the same two-dimensional code achieves a lift value some 10% higher using the Baldwin-Lomax model.
However, the two and three-dimensional flow solutions agree very well with each other. The three-dimensional solution is slightly more diffusive than the two-dimensional solution, which is attributed to the presence of extra spanwise dissipation, which is non-zero even in a twodimensional flow, due to the presence of diagonal edges in between neighboring spanwise stations.
The convergence of the agglomeration multigrid algorithm for this case is shown in Figure sequencing usingtheagglomerated multigridlevelshasnot beenimplemented, a smallnumber of singlegrid cycles(10 cyclesin this example) wereemployed to precondition theinitial flow field prior to multigridtime-stepping. Theconvergence rateof theagglomeration codeis seen to be fasterthanthe equivalent overset-mesh muitigridconvergence rate,but slightly slower thanthatproduced by the two-dimensional code. A slightslowdown on the asymptotic rateis observed around300cycles. In Figure7, thepresent multigridconvergence rateis compared with theconvergence rateof the samecodewithoutmultigridacceleration. The multigridrun reduces the averageflow-fielddensityresiduals by 5.5 ordersof magnitudein 350 cycles, while thesinglegrid runbarelyachieves a reduction of two ordersof magnitude in 600cycles. This is alsoreflected in the values of the lift coefficient, whichapproaches its final valuemuch morerapidlyin themultigridcase.
The agglomeration multigridcoderequired82 seconds of CPUtime permultigridcycle, on a singleCRAY-C90processor, whilethe overset-mesh multigridcoderequired75 seconds per multigridcycle, andthe singlegrid code38 seconds per cycle. Thusthe two multigrid methods arenearlyequivalent in termsof overallsolutionefficiency, andbothprovidean order of magnitude increase in efficiencyoverthesinglegrid approach. This run required a totalof 185Mwords of memory,(as opposed to 177Mwordsfor the overset-mesh code),which includesall requiredcoarsegrid storage, andtranslates to approximately 180wordsper fine grid vertex. This case(350multigridcycles)required a totalof 8 hoursof CPUtimeon the CRAY-C90usinga singleprocessor.
Three-Element High-Lift Wing
The next test case consists of flow over a high-lift wing configuration with a slat and a single slotted flap. The wing has an aspect ratio of 2 with no sweep or spanwise variation. The wing section (independent of span location) is a Douglas three-element airfoil, which has been extensively tested both numerically and experimentally [26] . The three-dimensional fine grid employed for computing the flow over this wing geometry is displayed in Figure 8 . This grid is formed by stacking a set of two-dimensional grids in the spanwise direction, as described in the previous section. The final grid contains 1.84 million points and 10.6 million tetrahedra.
The normal spacing at the wall is 10.-6 airfoil chords, for each airfoil element. A total of six mesh levels were employed in the multigrid procedure. The freestream Mach number is 0.2, the incidence is 16.21 degrees, and the Reynolds number is 9 million, for this case. The flow is assumed to be fully turbulent, thus no transition points are specified.
As in the previous case, the flow is entirely two-dimensional, enabling the comparison of the threedimensional solution with a well validated two-dimensional solver.
The computed Mach number contours on the wall, and density contours on the airfoil surfaces are depicted in Figure 9 . A more quantitative description of the solution is given in Figure 10 , where the three-dimensional computed surface pressure coefficients are compared with experimental values, and with the computed values obtained using the two-dimensional code [26] . Good agreement is observed between both computations and the experimental values. The convergence rate of the agglomeration multigrid method is compared with that of the overset-mesh multigrid approach of [13] , and that of the two-dimensional code using the overset-mesh multigrid technique, in Figure 11 . The agglomeration multigrid approach is seen to converge at almost the same rate as the overset-mesh multigrid method. Both achieve identical asymptotic rates, although the non-nested multigrid approach achieves a slightly more rapid initial residual reduction. The agglomeration multigrid method achieves a residual reduction of 5 orders of magnitude over 400 multigrid cycles, for an average residual reduction rate of 0.973. Surprisingly, both three-dimensional codes converge slightly more rapidly than the two-dimensional code. For this case, the agglomeration multigrid solver required a total of 340 Mwords of memory, and 210 cpu seconds per cycle. The entire calculation was performed in four restart phases of 100 cycles. Each batch job of 100 multigrid cycles could be executed in approximately 40 minutes of wall-clock time, using all 16 processors of the CRAY-C90, in a time-sharing environment, during which 60% of the machine was allocated to this specific job.
Partial Span-Flap
The final test case involves the solution of a truly three-dimensional flow field. The geometry consists of an unswept wing of aspect ratio 2, with a partial-span single-slotted flap, which extends up to mid span. The flap defection for this case is 30 degrees, and the gap and overlap are 0.023 chords and -0.0039 chords respectively. This geometry is currently undergoing extensive testing in the 7X10 wind-tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center, and should provide good experimental data for CFD validation in the near future. The geometry definition was kindly provided by D. Mathias, who has also performed overset structured-grid calculations for this case [27] . An unstructured grid with high stretching near the wing surfaces was generated for this configuration by S. Pirzadeh, using his advancing layers method [28] . The initial mesh contained a total of 300,000 points, and 1.7 million cells. The normal spacing at the airfoil surfaces is 10-5 chords, and the wind tunnel-wails are modeled unviscidly. This mesh is depicted in Figure 12 , along with the coarse agglomerated meshes employed in the multigrid procedure.
While the flow was computed on this initial mesh using these agglomerated meshes, a finer mesh was also constructed and a new set of agglomerated meshes were generated for the fine grid computation. This finer mesh, which is depicted in Figure 13 , contains 2.3 million points and 13.6 million cells and was derived from the initial mesh by a single pass of a simple global h-refinement technique.
The resulting fine mesh contains a normal wall spacing of 5 X 10-6 chords over the entire wing surface.
The freestream Mach number for this case is 0.2, the incidence is 10 degrees, and the Reynolds number is 2 million which, for this particular flap rigging, corresponds to an approach condition.
The fine grid solution is illustrated qualitatively in Figure 14 , as a set of computed Mach contours on the wind-tunnel wall, and density contours on the wing surface.
At the time of writing, no experimental data was available for comparison, and a full accuracy validation must be deferred to future work. Nevertheless, this case can be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the multigrid approach in solving fully three-dimensional flows on very large grids.
The convergence rate of the agglomeration multigrid algorithm operating on the fine mesh, using six mesh levels, is shown in Figure 15 , where it is compared with the convergence rate obtained on the coarser 300,000 point mesh, using five mesh levels. The fine grid case achieved a residual reduction of 4.5 orders of magnitude over 300 multigrid cycles, which results in an average residual reduction rate of 0.967. Furthermore, the convergence rate achieved by the fine grid is almost identical to that achieved on the coarser grid. This provides a good indication that the agglomeration multigrid strategy has achieved a near grid independent convergence rate for this case, especially given that the fine grid contains eight times as many points as the coarse grid.
The fine grid case required a total of 425 Mwords of memory, and 18 hours of total CPU time for 300 multigrid cycles on a CRAY-C90. This was performed in three restart runs of 100 multigrid cycles, each requiring approximately 6 hours of cpu time, but less than one hour of wall clock time, using all 16 processors, in a time sharing environment where 40% of the machine was available for this specific job. An average computational rate of 1.6 Gflops was reported during these runs by the CRAY hardware performance monitor.
This suggests that the entire 300 cycle run could be performed in 1.2 hours at a speed of 4 Gflops in a dedicated environment on the CRAY-C90 using all 16 processors.
CONCLUSIONS
The agglomeration multigrid strategy has been shown to be an effective means for accelerating convergence and reducing the cpu time required for large three-dimensional unstructured grid Navier-Stokes calculations, while incurring minimal additional memory over- 
